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Vinogradoffl
proved that the least primitive
root of a prime p is
less than 2mp1’2 log p for sufficiently
large p; m denotes the number of different
prime factors of p- 1. Later he improved
this to
2mpr’* log log p.2 Huaa improved
this to 2”+1p1’2. In the present note
we are going to prove that the least primitive
root is less than
pr/2(log p)” for large fi. This result is better than Hua’s if p - 1 has
“many”
prime factors, but worse if it has “few” prime factors. We
shall use Brun’s method. It is very likely that the least primitive
root
is O(P) but I can not even prove that it is less than @X/2.

LEMMA 1. Let x <p, k 1p - 1. Den& byfk(x) tke number of ktk power
residues not exceeding x. Then f k(x) =x/k -I- O(p112log p).
Denote by x*(a), xl(a), ’ * . , XM(U)
the characters
[xi(u)]“=
1. x0(a) is the principal
character. Clearly cf:,.j
if a is a kth power residue, and is 0 otherwise. Thus

On the other hand by a well known

of P6lya’

z
c x;(a) < p2 log p
I la-1
I

v>
Thus combining

(3)

result

for which
[xi(a)] = k

(i # 0).

(1) and (2) we obtain

fdx) = x/k ;t- ~(pl’~ log $),

(4

which proves the lemma.
Denote by F(x) the number of primitive
roots not exceeding
clearly have by the sieve of Eratosthenes
F(X) =zalpll-((d)f
Hence clearly

d 1,
x. We
a(x).
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where the p’s are primes and the dashes in ct indicate
mation is extended over only the p< (log p)“. By (3)
(4)

p

that the sum4x

” + 2p”*(lOg
~lF-*,P>(lwP)* P

p)” < (1% PI”

c

for x>p1’2(log
p)‘, since the number of different prime factors of p - 1
is less than 2 log p.
Now we estimate x1. Here we use Brun’s method. If we replace
f&)
by x/k the error we make is less than pllz log p by (3). Thus
following
Brun’s6 reasoning (p. 23, equation 21) we obtain
c
(5)

> x-0.3

q,~l,~(,ogp)a

(1 -

$)

-

4og

PPPl’*

1%

P

l
>c2

x
- c1#“2(lOg p)16.6
1% 1% P

We do not give the details since the argument
follows
Brun’s original argument.
We make only the following

Then

Brun

obtains

(p. 23, equation

A > x.0.3

*,p-l,$(,ogp)*(l

literally from
remark, Put

21)

- $)

- ci(log pP‘

The error term cl(log p)16 comes from replacing
in (log p)16 terms
[X/K] by x/K (see p. 22). 0 ur error term c1p1/2(log $)I6 comes from
replacing
in {log #)I6 terms fk(x) by x/K. Thus we obtain from (4)
and (5)
F(x)
for x >p*‘2(Iog

> c*~/log log p - clp”*(log
p) I’, and p sufficiently

p)‘” - 4x/(log

p)” > 0

large, which completes

the proof.
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6 Le crate d’Eratostlne
d Ea theoreme de Goldbach, Skrifter utgit av Videnskapsselskapets I. Christiania
Matematich
Naturvidenskabelig
Klasse (1920) No. 3. See
in particular p. 23, formula (21)‘ and the preceding pages. The prime &in that formula
is less than (log p)a here.
6 We have n,<,,(l-l/p)>c/log
y. See, for example, Hardy-Wright,
Theory of
nzcmbers, p. 349.

